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Abstract- Riser is one of the important component of the feeding system as it is essential to obtain defect free sound 
casting which is the basic requirement of the customer.  Initially risers are designed using past experience and 
judgment of patternmaker. Using trial and error method after various iterations, sound casting is obtained, this 
process is time consuming as well as wastage of resources in each trial.  As riser is cut off and recycled it must 
consume minimum metal if it consuming more metal the associated cost such as recycling cost, transport cost, re-
melting cost will be higher and results in lower casting yield and lower productivity. A well-designed risering 
system is very important to secure good quality and higher yield. In this paper casting of brake disc is analyzed and 
studied to solve the problem of lower casting yield. The risers are analyzed using theoretical knowledge and casting 
simulation. There after the risers for brake disc are redesigned based on feeding rules, conventional method and 
casting simulation. The various models of risers are made, then 3D CAD model of casting with these modified risers 
are simulated to analyze effectiveness of modified risers. Analyzing the various modified riser and the most suitable 
design is selected so as it will give the sound quality of casting with the higher casting yield, profit and productivity. 
 
Keywords- Casting Simulation, 3d Cad Modeling, Riser, Sound Casting. 
 
 
Ι. INTRODUCTION 
 
As the foundries are primary suppliers to the 
automobile industries also casting is widely used as 
one of the economical method of manufacturing 
automobile components. Although lots of research 
has been carried out in foundry technology, yet 
achieving optimal utilization of material, energy and 
other resources is a big challenge to Indian as well as 
Global foundries. In casting process the various 
mechanical properties strength, hardness, 
machinability, malleability, ductility etc are 
dependent upon rate of solidification and proper way 
of solidification (directional solidification).  
 
While solidification, Liquid metal should be 
solidified in a manner to achieve directional 
solidification results into the sound defect free casting  
there are mainly two functions of risers as follows : 
 

1) To provide liquid metal to the casting while 
solidification of metal as metal contracts 
while solidification. 
 

2) To maintain higher temperature of metal 
inside riser than that of temperature of 
casting to achieve directional solidification 
[13].   

 
Hence the risers should be properly designed so as to 
work properly and efficiently.  
 
If risers are oversized reduces the yield as well as  
productivity, If it is undersized it will result into the 
casting defects such as porosity, surface sinks, and 

cavity etc. hence, proper design of risering system 
and good process control over process parameters are 
essential for sound casting with optimal resources. 
 
  A. Problem definition: 
The castings are sound with the initial feeding system 
but the yield was less and research is carried out to 
improve the casting yield. Hence the feeding system 
components  must be optimized in dimensions i.e. 
volume of these components must be optimized as 
this components are cut off and recycled, The volume 
of feeding system can be optimized with the 
modification in design of feeding system components 
the design should such that the components must 
work properly as well minimum in volume.  
 
In this paper we are considering riser optimization for 
brake disc based on feeding rules, 3D CAD modeling 
and casting simulation so as to enhance the yield of 
brake disc casting. The material used for brake disc is 
cast iron. 
 
ΙΙ. METHODOLOGY 
 
In conventional riser optimization process includes 
actual shop floor trials in which pattern, feeder size, 
shape and location cores, mould layout, gating etc are 
required to be changed in each iteration which is 
associated with machining cost, tooling cost, 
modification cost, melting cost, fettling and 
transportation cost as well as energy, materials, time 
are wasted in each trial until and unless the required 
results are obtained. hence optimization using 
conventional process is costly , complex and time 
consuming. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of conventional and computer aided optimization. [7]. 

 
In conventional riser optimization process includes 
actual shop floor trials in which pattern , feeder size , 
shape and location cores, mould layout , gating etc 
are required to be changed in each iteration which is 
associated with machining cost , tooling cost , 
modification cost , melting cost , fettling and 
transportation cost as well as energy , materials, time 
are wasted in each trial until and unless the required 
results are obtained .hence optimization using 
conventional process is costly , complex and time 
consuming. 
 
In computer aided riser optimization , riser designs 
are made using feeding rules and theoretical 
knowledge and according to the design the 3D CAD 
model of casting with each riser is made and further 
simulated to check for defects, if desired results are 
not obtained then riser design is modified based on 
feeding rules and previous simulation results . The 
required modifications are made in 3D CAD model of 
casting with riser and again simulated to check 
defects; the procedure is carried out until the required 
results are obtained. After analyzing the simulation 
results of the various modified riser designs the best 
design is selected so as to obtain the sound casting 
with the higher casting yield.  
A. Analysis of casting: For the analysis purpose of 

the casting of brake disc, the 3D model of the 
casting is made with modeling software and 
further it is simulated using e-foundry simulation 
lab. From the result of simulation the size and 
location of hot spot is known, which helps in 
selection of riser. 

   

 

 
Fig. 2.  3 D model and Simulation results of brake disc casting 

without riser 
 
The results will appear as 3D colour image of 
temperatures inside casting at the end of 
solidification. From the image idea regarding 
temperatures inside casting can be achieved. [15]. 
The various colours for the analysis of state of metal 
and temperatures used are as follows: Blue indicates 
Early freezing region, red – In phase of solidification, 
white – Hot region, yellow – Hot spot. 
 
From the simulation result it is clear that hot spot is 
occurring in the upper part of disc hence defects such 
as porosity, cavity, surface sinks etc can be seen if no 
riser is provided. Hence for riser design further 
calculations are done, for the modulus calculation of 
the casting (hottest region), consider circular top plate 
with radius r and height h as 75 mm and 12 mm, 
respectively. 
 
1. Modulus of hottest region of casting =   ( volume 

of casting ) / ( cooling surface area of casting ) 
=  πr h 2πr(r + h)⁄  

= 5.17 mm 
 

2. Analysis of Initial riser  
For the analysis of riser the various dimensions are 
given as : Diameter of base = 25 mm , diameter of top 
= 20 mm , slant height = 175.018 mm , Vertical 
height = 175 mm , taper angle = 0.82 deg.  
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Table Ι. Analysis of Initial riser 
Volume of 

riser ( 
mm3  ) 

Surfa
ce 

area 
of 

riser ( 
mm2 ) 

Modulus of riser ( mm ) 

 
 π( R2 + r2 
+R.r).h 

 
π ( 

R+r). 
l + π( 
R2)+ 
π( r2) 

 
volume of riser

cooling surface area of  riser

69867.711
62 

13180 5.27 

 
3. 3D CAD modeling and simulation of brake disc 

with Initial ris 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 3. 3D CAD model and Simulation result of disc with 

initial riser 
 
From the simulation it is seen that hot spot is shifted 
inside the riser but the upper surface is showing red 
colour which indicates the metal in phase of 
solidification. Hence by modified design we can 
improve the quality also. 
 
As the modulus of initial riser is greater than that of 
casting hence it is following heat transfer requirement 
i.e. Chvorinov’s rule yet the casting obtained is also 
sound but the problem is it consumes more metal 
which reduces the casting yield and hence the casting 
process becomes uneconomic as well as there are 
various loses associated with lower yield as mention 
above. Riser design is modified to increase the yield 
with the sound casting.   
 
B. Riser design modifications:  
For improving the yield design modifications must be 
done in Initial riser. For the design of risers to the 

casting there are various rules to follow so that risers 
are working properly and efficiently so that 
directional solidification should occur and sound 
casting is obtained. For modifications in riser the 
initial shape i.e. cylindrical is kept as it is only the 
height, diameter and taper angle are modified. 
 
The important rules used for the riser design are as 
follows: 
1. Heat transfer requirement or Chvorinov’s rule   
It can be stated as, "the modulus of the feeder must be 
equal to or greater than the modulus of the casting". 
I.e. feeder must be solidifying at same time as or later 
than casting. 
     Modulus of feeder    >   modulus of casting. 
  
Modulus of casting = (volume of casting) / (cooling 
surface area of casting). 
 
The feeder must solidify later than the nearest hot 
spot , expressed by the following equation: 
        Mf = Kf . Mh 
 
Where, Mf is the modulus of feeder, Mh is the 
modulus of the casting region around the hot spot and 
Kf  is feeder design factor usually more than 1.( over 
1.1 for ductile iron casting and over 1.2 for aluminum 
and steel casting. )[13]. 
 
2. Volume Requirement 
The second feeding rule is normally known as the 
Volume Requirement. It can be stated as: 
"The feeder must contain sufficient liquid to satisfy 
the volume contraction requirements of the casting"  
Even if Rule 1 has been closely followed to give Mf 
>> Mc, it is still possible that there may not be 
enough liquid metal to feed the casting, with the 
result that the feeder would be emptied and a 
shrinkage cavity would extend into the casting.   
    
Hence here feeder is required which is having a 
particular efficiency, ε, so that   sound castings will 
be produced if:   ε ⋅ Vf ≥ α ( Vc + Vf ). Where Vf and 
Vc are volume of feeder and casting respectively and 
α is volumetric contraction factor.[12]. 
 
These two rules are mainly important rules if this are 
applied while riser design surely sound casting can be 
obtained. 
 
From using the feeding rules and with the base of 
theoretical knowledge   various designs of risers 
which are suitable to replace the current ones are 
made using trial and error method and simulation 
result to analyze each design , the procedure for 
design used is virtual CAD manufacturing ( virtual 
casting) as explained in methodology.  From them 
most suitable designs are listed and compared for 
various characteristics to choose best one. For the 
design of riser the alphabets used are given below 
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with their representing parameter D = Base diameter , 
d = top diameter , L = slant height , H = vertical 
height, α = taper angle. The most suitable designs are 
as follows: 
 

Table Ι Ι. Modified riser designs 
Desi
gn 
no. 
 

D D L H α    

 
1 

 
3
5 

 
3
2 

 
75.0
15 

 
7
5 

 
1.
14 

 
2 

 
3
0 

 
2
9 

 
75.0
01 

 
7
5 

 
0.
38 

 
3 

 
3
1 

 
2
9 

 
50.0
09 

 
5
0 

 
1.
14 

 
4 

 
3
0 

 
2
7 

 
50.0
22 

 
5
0 

 
1.
72 

 
For this design we have to calculate the various 
parameters such as volume, surface area, and 
modulus and from comparing this values appropriate 
design must be selected. 
 
Table Ι Ι Ι.  Comparison of modified riser design on 

various parameters. 
  

Volume  
(mm3) 

 
Surface area  
(mm2) 

 
Modulus 

Design 1 
 

66150  9661  6.85 
  

Design 2 
 

 51266 8318  6.16 

Design 3 
  

35356  6128  5.76  

Design 4 31926 
 

5758 5.54 

 
4. For these riser designs to check out whether this 

designs are working properly as well as 
efficiently or not , the 3D CAD model of casting 
with riser is made and simulated to check out is 
their hot spot is seen in casting or not as well as 
to check the possibility of any defect simulation 
results are analyzed.  

 

 

 
 

 
Fig.6 3D CAD model of disc with riser 3 

 

 
Fig. 7.  3D CAD model of disc with riser 4 

 
5. Simulation results: 

 
Fig. 8.  Simulation result of disc with riser 1 
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Fig. 9. Simulation result of disc with riser 2 

 

 
Fig. 10.  Simulation result of disc with riser 3 

 

 
Fig. 11. Simulation result of disc with riser 4 

 
ΙΙΙ. RESULT AND DISCUSSION:  
 
The comparison of the initial and modified riser 
designs on the various parameters are given below, 
which helps in selection of best riser for given brake 
disc. 

 
Table Ι V.  Result and discussion: 

 
                
1.) Considering initial riser  for brake disc , it is 

comparatively having higher volume , which is 
main cause lower yield , yet the kf value is 1.02 
which is less than required 1.1 as well as 
simulation results showing hot region in casting 
hence the riser is not working properly and 
efficiently. 

2.) For the modified risers i.e. design 1 , 2 and 3 
volume are less than initial one as well kf value 

are  greater than 1.1 ( minimum required ) and 
simulation results showing hot spot shifted 
completely inside the riser and no hot spot or hot 
region are shown in casting hence the risers are 
working properly and efficiently. 

3.) For the modified riser design 4 which is having 
smallest volume among all but  the kf value is 
1.07 which is less than required 1.1 as well as 
simulation results showing hot region in casting 
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and hence here is chance to occur defects due to 
improper working of risers. 
 

4.) After analyzing all modified risers and 
considering the various parameters such as 
volume , modulus , Kf value and the simulation 
results , the riser design 3 is best for obtaining 
the sound defect free casting with the higher 
casting yield. 
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